Waterproof layer.

Vapor Barrier.

Wooden Batten (Pine).

Jansen® Folding Door system framing.

HR++ glass.

Waterproof layer.

Vapor Barrier.

Wooden Batten (Pine).

Jansen® steel window frame.

HR++ glass.

Supporting concrete wall.

Vapor barrier.

Insulation.

Air cavity.

Brick wall.

Laminated wooden beam.

Inner steel joint-system.

Bolt.

Supporting concrete wall.

Vapor barrier.

Insulation.

Air cavity.

Brick wall.

N.B. Steel joint is inside the beam, only bolts are visible.

IMPRESSION OF THE TYPICAL DEPARTMENTAL SECTION

CONCEPT OF MATERIALISATION AND CONSTRUCTION

Transition of the brick facade towards the open light constructed garden facade.

HORIZONTAL DETAIL B

Beam joint
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HORIZONTAL DETAIL C

Corner and folding doors
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HORIZONTAL DETAIL D

Small window
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TYPICAL SECTION DETAIL A
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TYPICAL ELEVATION DETAIL
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HORIZONTAL DETAIL B

Corner and folding doors
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HORIZONTAL DETAIL C

Corner and folding doors
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HORIZONTAL DETAIL D

Corner and folding doors
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TYPICAL ELEVATION DETAIL
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